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Abstract:
Purpose: This article presents the process followed for the definition, application and evaluation of a
strategy-oriented method for identifying and prioritising knowledge management (KM) initiatives in smallto medium-sized enterprises (SMEs).
Design/methodology/approach: To develop the method, the research team conducted a literature
review of the existing business strategies and processes and models of maturity in KM. Based on this, the
first version of the method is proposed. Subsequently, the method was explored through a focus group
composed of regional development centres, business innovation centres and industry representatives.
Then, the four-step method, called KM-EZAGUTUZ, for the identification and prioritisation of KM
initiatives in SMEs was proposed. Afterwards, a field test was performed in five companies.
Findings: The conclusions obtained through the research show the validity of the method, which helps
SMEs identify and prioritise KM initiatives.
Research limitations/implications: More field tests should be done to confirm the validity of the
method and improve it. Furthermore, the research concludes that strategy-focused KM is a good approach
for SMEs, allowing them to approach KM from a consistent and pragmatic perspective. The research also
provides insights into the main difficulties faced by SMEs in implementing KM.
Practical implications: The method, which is developed and supported in a prototype tool, helps
companies quickly determine and prioritise the actions for better KM in accordance with company
strategies. In addition, the method supports a common understanding of the strategic vision of the
organisation among the participants taking part in the process.
Social implications: Management practices are usually designed for medium- and large-sized companies.
The significant resources required make it difficult for SMEs to benefit from the implementation of such
practices. Given that SMEs account for a large share of employment in countries and that they need to
manage knowledge effectively, this research helps address this important socio-economic need.
Originality/value: The method described in the article combines strategy, knowledge management and a
user-friendly identification and prioritisation tool adapted to SMEs.
Keywords: knowledge management, strategic management, management tools, SMEs
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1. Introduction
The term knowledge management (KM) emerged in the 1980s as a management area distinct from the other areas
of business management (Wiig, 1997). Since then, over the past few decades, the concept of KM has been
addressed from diverse perspectives (Cerchione, Esposito & Spadaro, 2016; Gao, Chai & Liu, 2017), including
perspectives related to information management (based on the development of information and communication
technologies), the management of intangible assets existing in people that are transmitted and generated through
the interactions between them, the link between knowledge and the capacity for innovation, the generation of
talent and the transfer of technology (Mohamed, 2019). Less attention has been paid to the necessary link between
KM and the strategy implemented by companies (Zheng, Yang & McLean, 2010).
The current article focuses on KM in small- to medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) from a strategic perspective
(Samiei & Habibi, 2020). Indeed, depending on the strategic position of a company and its weaknesses, threats,
strengths, opportunities and actions taken, a firm’s position with respect to KM may be different; therefore, the
perspective and priorities will also be diverse. The proposed method takes as reference this strategic point of
view, from which a company evaluates the key knowledge needed to achieve a better competitive advantage today
and/or in the future, focusing its efforts on leveraging its position in those key elements. The kind of initiatives
identified may lead to the development of new information and communication systems based on the evolution
of current technology, the implementation of a talent management plan or the establishment of innovative
cycles in the company, among others (Chawla & Joshi, 2010; Clarke & Rollo, 2001; Hutchinson & Quintas,
2008).
In particular, taking into account that micro-enterprises and SMEs need to effectively manage knowledge
(Hutchinson & Quintas, 2008), the present article presents a proposal for a method of identifying KM initiatives
that are suitable to them (with a limited dedication of time, a pragmatic approach and an orientation towards a
shared vision).

2. Literature Review
Companies need to manage knowledge with a strategic vision (Drew, 1999). Knowledge is an important group of
intangible resources that can be the source of a sustainable competitive advantage (Civi, 2000). Lee and Wong
(2015) state that KM is an important means of improving the competitive position of companies.
In fact, knowledge can be the source of differentiation because of its immobility (McEvily & Chakravarthy, 2002)
and general applicability (Cerchione et al., 2016). Knowledge allows a firm to predict more accurately the nature and
commercial potential of changes in the environment and the desirability of strategic and tactical actions
If the construction of the knowledge-economy paradigm is considered one of today’s new challenges, the
challenge for organisations then becomes the management of knowledge and the means of becoming an
‘intelligent organisation’ (Jackson 2001; Nonaka 1994). Although such management is influenced by the size of the
company, micro-enterprises also need to manage knowledge to maintain their competitive position (Civi, 2000).
These contributions are aligned with other research that has shown that the size of an organisation affects its
behaviour and structure, influencing the adoption and implementation of KM (Durst & Edvardsson, 2012).
Thus, various authors (Alvarez, Cilleruelo & Zamanillo, 2016) have stated that the acquiring, sharing and
transferring of knowledge have similar characteristics, regardless of the size of the company. However, the
formalisation and storage of knowledge takes a more implicit character in the case of micro-enterprises, while
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medium-sized enterprises have a greater capacity to establish structured systems of knowledge coding and
storage.
In this context, it is key for companies to become aware of their KM approaches and evaluate their
management system. Lee and Wong (2015) conclude that the evaluation of KM performance has become
increasingly vital because it provides direction for organisations to enhance their performance and
competitiveness. The same research indicates that the measurement of KM remains focused on large
organisations, with the inherent idea that SMEs do not need or are not ready for KM. Despite this idea, a
growing number of SMEs consider KM to be vital to the growth and success of their businesses (Kurniawati,
Wiratmadja, Sunaryo & Ari Samadhi, 2019).
One of the potential methods of responding to this challenge has been exposed by Kuriakose, Satya Murty and
Swaminathan (2010), who describe a series of maturity models of KM. Most of the analysed models have
functional orientations (people management, technology, infrastructure, leadership, processes) performing a
partial evaluation of a company without using an integrative strategic approach. The proposed approach in this
article, on the other hand, emphasises the role of KM in the fulfilment of strategy, hence seeking a
comprehensive vision of KM.
Based on the above, the authors consider that there is a growing need for academic institutions, research
organisations, intermediary agents and consulting firms to develop practical research approaches to help SMEs
manage their KM needs.
For developing the method, the research team conducted a review of existing business strategies (Lee, Lim & Tan,
1999; Leitner & Güldenberg, 2010; White, 1986), KM processes (Costa & Monteiro, 2016; Henao-Calad, Rivera
Montoya & Uribe Ochoa, 2017; Wee & Chua, 2013) and some maturity models in KM (Kuriakose et al., 2010).

3. KM-EZAGUTUZ Method Pillars
As shown in Figure 1, the method rests on three basic pillars: (1) a standardised catalogue of potential business
strategies; (2) the phases of the KM process (ICSPAD); and (3) a self-assessment questionnaire with a maturity
model approach. At the crossroads between the prioritised strategies and each of the phases of the KM process is
the opportunity for an analysis of the maturity of KM and, as a consequence, the identification of opportunities
for improvement. This opportunity analysis is carried out through a set of questions adapted to each strategy and
each phase of the proposed KM process (ICSPAD cycle).

Figure 1. The KM-EZAGUTUZ pillars
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In relation to strategies (the first pillar), the method proposes a catalogue of 27 potential generic strategies grouped
into eight categories (innovation, market, efficiency, alliances, people, digitalisation, circular economy and financing)
that a company might consider when assessing its KM approach. These strategies were detailed based on various
studies on strategies in SMEs (Leitner & Güldenberg, 2010).
The set of general strategies proposed for SMEs is represented in the table below (Table 1).
Strategy
Category

Strategy

Description

Business model innovation - Strategy focused on the innovation of what the company develops and sells
value proposition to its customers, to whom it sells or how it sells it and the mechanisms of
diversification
income generation.
Innovation

Product innovation

Strategy aimed at creating or improving products or services through
technology.

Process innovation

Strategy aimed at creating or improving processes through technology.

Servitization

Sales-oriented strategy for product-based services.

Data driven business

These are all the strategies and technologies used by companies for data
analysis and information management.

Diversification of the client
portfolio

Strategy focused on expanding the company’s client portfolio. The larger a
company's customer portfolio, the lower the risk of business deterioration.

Marketing

Strategy aimed at attracting and retaining customers, seeking two-way
communication between the company and the customer.

Personalisation

Customer-oriented strategy, linked to the expectations and needs that
customers have with respect to the brand.

Internationalisation

Strategy focused on competing in new economic, political, social and cultural
contexts based on the search for markets in other countries.

Advanced management

Strategy focused on the application of management models and tools that
improve the organisation's capacity, innovation and competitiveness, as well
as the adaptation of the capacities and skills of the management team to
improve business management.

Productivity

Strategy focused on improving the efficiency indicator that relates the
amount of resources used to the amount of production obtained. Strategy
that promotes an efficient productive system, personnel and processes.

Quality improvement

Strategy of continuous improvement, centred on improving the quality of
products and processes through the adaptation of the products to the needs of
the clients (product quality) and the improvement of the processes through the
control of the process variables to achieve zero defects (process quality).

Improving logistics

A strategy focused on the efficient management of the value chain that seeks
the efficient planning, implementation and control of the flow of raw
materials, in-process inventory, finished products and related information
from the place/country of origin to the place/country of destination in the
most efficient and economical way to achieve customer satisfaction.

Supplier development

Strategy focused on the development of high value-added relationships
between customers and suppliers. The aim is to have specialised, competitive
products and suppliers aligned with the company's strategic plans, thus
achieving a well-integrated supply chain ready to attract new projects.

Safety in the workplace

Strategy focused on the development of a safe and healthy working
environment. Centred on a culture of prevention of occupational risks that
translates into safe and healthy behaviour at work, and the continuous
improvement of working conditions and quality of life of the working
group, here responding to the new challenges related to emerging risks and
adapting work to the changing characteristics and capacities of people.

Market

Efficiency
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Strategy
Category

Strategy

Description

Collaboration networks

The SME, aware of the difficulties of competing in global markets on an
individual basis, plans to identify potential partners and assess their suitability
to establish synergetic relationships after a selection process to improve their
competitive position.

Strategic alliances

Once the company has defined its strategy, it identifies the partners that can
best support this strategy and starts a process of selection, contact and
agreements that allow it to leverage its positions on the strategic plan route.

Technological alliances

A particular case related to the above one in which the company relies on
external entities to innovate in product, process or management. To do this,
the company must have an innovation strategy and identify potential
partners, for which it will have to establish a process for using internal and
external knowledge.

Attracting talent

Strategy oriented towards the detection of key positions for the organisation
and focus of all its efforts on locating in them those workers with the best
competences and an outstanding performance record.

Training

Strategy oriented to the diagnosis of needs and training strategies within the
organisation. Growing competition in the labour market has led companies
to a constant need for renewal, as well as an improvement in their products
and services.

Employee participation

Strategy oriented towards promoting workers as owners of the organisations
in which they carry out their work activities. Workers own the means of
production, participate in management and control economic decisions.

Generational change

Strategy oriented towards the acquisition of knowledge and skills necessary
for the correct management of an organisation by successors.

People management

People-oriented and people-based strategy. Refers to all the policies, practices
and systems that influence the attitudes, behaviours and performance of the
people who make up the organisation.

Industry 4.0

The company knows the basic concept of Industry 4.0, as well as the
associated technologies and their applicability in the company. It has used the
existing knowledge in the company and externally and has established the
necessary knowledge to implement a strategy based on Industry 4.0. In
addition, the company has identified the knowledge needed and has
established a strategy to acquire it.

Digital transformation

The company is aware of the concept of digital transformation of its
processes, as well as the associated technologies and applicability in its
company. To do so, it has used the existing knowledge in the company and
externally, establishing the necessary knowledge to implement a strategy
based on digitalisation. Furthermore, it has identified the knowledge it needs
and has established a strategy to acquire it.

Circular
economy

Circular economy

Strategy focused on a system of resource use where the reduction, reuse and
recycling of elements is a priority.

Financing

Financing model

Strategy focused on obtaining funds for the start-up, maintenance or
expansion of a company or project. It consists of acquiring the money the
company needs to make investments and carry out its operations.

Alliances

People

Digitalisation

Table 1. Catalogue of strategies

The second pillar is based on the ICSPAD cycle. The KM cycle was based on different reviews regarding KM
processes (Fink & Ploder, 2009; Wee & Chua, 2013), and it involves six steps: (1) identifying key knowledge,
(2) creating knowledge within the organisation, (3) storing knowledge in an appropriate way, (4) protecting
knowledge, (5) applying knowledge and (6) distributing knowledge.
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Regarding the third pillar (Figure 1), for each strategy and each phase of the KM cycle (ICSPAD), a series of
specific questions adapted for each strategy and step, here configured as a maturity model (Kuriakose et al., 2010),
were developed to help companies assess the KM approach of the organisation and identify potential action plans
in an intuitive way.
As an example, the table below presents the series of questions for one of the 27 selected strategies. In particular,
the questions relating to a strategy based on marketing are presented (Table 3).
To make the process and testing of the proposed method operational, a tool was generated for the collection and
agile processing of the data (based on a spreadsheet) that also allowed for the generation of the final report for the
company.
Phase

ICSPAD description

I

How the knowledge needed to implement the strategy is identified.

C

How the processes for generating the knowledge needed for the strategy and the resources for it are configured.

S

How the information is stored and made as explicit as possible.

P

How the knowledge linked to this strategy is protected.

A

How the knowledge is used to make decisions regarding the strategy.

D

How knowledge is distributed among the key people and stakeholders in the development of the strategy.
Table 2. ICSPAD Cycle

ICSPAD

QUESTIONS

I

What are the marketing techniques to reach your customers? What about loyalty programmes? Do you know
what the four Ps of the company are? What is the current market position of the company?

C

Do you have processes or people assigned to apply the different marketing techniques? Are there people
dedicated to the analysis of the best companies? Do you use any process to analyse the positioning of the
company?

S

Do you adequately store the information related to the four Ps? Have the different marketing techniques been
adequately explained? Do you explicitly store the knowledge about the company's positioning?

P

Have you taken measures to protect the knowledge linked to marketing techniques? Is the knowledge about the
four Ps of the company adequately protected? Have you taken the necessary measures to protect excellence in
customer service?

A

Do you use the knowledge related to the positioning of the company for decision making? Do you manage
strategic projects based on the knowledge related to the four Ps? Do you take into account the knowledge
about the best companies when defining strategic business processes?

D

Do you distribute knowledge related to the positioning of the company among key people and stakeholders? Is
the knowledge related to marketing techniques shared with key people and stakeholders in the development of
the strategy? Do you distribute the knowledge related to customer loyalty with the key people and stakeholders
in the development of the strategy?
Table 3. Set of questions for a marketing strategy-based KM

4. KM-EZAGUTUZ Method Process
In this section, the process of evaluation and prioritisation of the improvement opportunities proposed in the
KM-Ezagutuz method is presented. This process is presented graphically in the following figure (Figure 2).
Initially, a KM evaluation team is set up in the company. This team is composed of less than six people. It is
advisable that they have a global vision of the company while also covering a wide part of the company’s activities.
Hence, the involvement of the management team is desirable.
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Figure 2. The KM-EZAGUTUZ method

The process starts with brief training on the importance of knowledge management in SMEs, the
KM-EZAGUTUZ evaluation process and an explanation of the use of the tool generated for this process.
Then, the most suitable strategies for the company are selected. To do so, the basic strategies are briefly explained,
and each person, based on personal reflection, selects the three strategies that they consider best adapted to the
company’s context. The team then agrees on the three most relevant strategies on which the evaluation will be
carried out.
Then, based on the ICSPAD questions, for each of the three selected strategies, each person makes a quantitative
assessment of the company’s degree of maturity and an identification of the possible improvement opportunities
for the company to strengthen those aspects in which the company is strong or correct those for which is weak.
The assessments are then shared with the team, and the quantitative evaluation is agreed upon; the potential
improvements for the organisation are then selected.
Once the process has been completed, action plans are selected to devise strategies that take into account the
availability of resources within the organisation. A report is then produced that captures the essential elements of
the information generated during the assessment process.
The entire process is scheduled to last six hours and includes an initial presentation of the company’s management
to discuss the company’s interest in addressing the assessment process.

5. Contrast of the KM-EZAGUTUZ
During the current research, prior to the field study, the method was explored through a focus group composed of
regional development centres, new company promotion agencies and industry representatives. The focus group
involved a day to reflect, discuss and draw conclusions in relation to what was identified in the initial design process
of the proposed process. This discussion with experts sought to investigate the important aspects, attitudes and
elements discovered in previous analyses in relation to KM. As a result, changes were incorporated into the
method.
Once the modifications proposed by the focus group were incorporated, a field test was carried out in five
companies to test the proposed method. The size of four out of the five companies ranged between 5 and 23
employees; the exception was a company of 200 employees. This company was used to explore the method in
larger companies. The companies in which the comparison was made belonged to diverse sectors, such as the
manufacturing of mechatronic tools, component machining, service companies, tension spring manufacturing and
social health services.
Being aware of the difficulties regarding resources and time availability that exist in SMEs and micro-enterprises,
this process was carried out in four to five hours in a single meeting. During the process of applying the method, it
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was found that the availability of time in small or very small organisations represented a handicap for the
application of such methodologies.
As a culmination of the KM-EZAGUTUZ process, the companies obtained the following deliverables: 1) a
selection of key strategies for the company that were explicitly established and that helped the companies assess the
degree of alignment and coherence between the different team members; 2) a maturity profile of the company’s
KM approach for each of the strategies selected in accordance with the ICSPAD assessment cycle (see the example
in Figure 3); 3) an identification of potential action plans to improve the company's KM; and 4) a prioritisation of
these action plans according to their impact on the company’s results.
One of the more important outcomes of the validation dealt with the generation of value added to companies.
Therefore, the companies were asked to evaluate different elements regarding the method: usefulness, need for
external support, value versus time spent and interest in repeating the analysis. In addition, the participating
companies obtained a report of the selected strategies, with the evaluation of each of them coming from a KM
point of view that included the associated degree of maturity and several prioritised potential action plans.

Figure 3. Example of a KM assessment for an Industry 4.0 strategy

6. Real Case Tests
In this section, we present the results obtained from the fieldwork carried out in five real pilot tests. Each of the
pilot tests resulted in a report setting out the process, as well as the outcome of each of the phases. This report was
given to the company at the end of the session.
The table below (Table 4) presents each company's general observations of the evaluation process, reflections of
KM in their company and contributions to its improvement.
In addition, the fieldwork helped identify some key challenges in relation to KM and other issues concerning the
method and tool developed, such as the following:
•

The companies emphasised the importance of KM for the development of their activities, processes and
projects and the fact that most of their knowledge belongs to certain people, limiting the autonomy of
other people in the company.
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•
•
•
•

They declared that knowledge in SMEs is key to addressing customer needs. They considered that the
protection of knowhow, as well as the need to make it explicit and standardised, are also crucial.
They considered that the key barriers to KM in their companies are related to the efforts needed in data
processing, legal aspects, lack of time to meet and lack of standardised processes.
Companies also stress the need for ‘simple’ and ‘pragmatic’ tools to manage and implement their KM
approach.
The participating companies mainly chose strategies regarding diversification of the customer portfolio
and product or process innovation to evaluate their KM approach. In addition, some companies also chose
financing, marketing, training or digital transformation.

The concrete result of the process for the companies was highly valued, especially in those companies where the
method could be developed in all its stages.
Finally, regarding the KM assessment approach, as well as the method and tools developed, the companies
highlighted two main advantages: (1) The method helps to assess KM in companies based on activities that are
intuitive and in line with the chosen strategies. (2) The method promotes a common understanding of strategies in
the company, a shared assessment among team members and a focused approach towards KM.

N.

Size

Comments

#1

200

The overall process is not intuitive. It requires external support. The process helps verify the alignment of
the strategic vision in the group of people. Day-to-day life makes it difficult to deal with these kinds of
processes. KM requires a cultural shift towards a culture of knowledge sharing. The process has been
agile. It is proposed to increase the duration and repeat on an annual basis.

#2

18

After the initial presentation meeting about the process, the company struggled to meet because of the
limited time availability of the team members. Therefore, the process could not be completed.

#3

5

The intervention model is useful. There is an internal utility view of the process. The process requires
thinking about the knowledge necessary to project into the market and the future. It is necessary to
formalise knowledge because this allows placing value in what has been done. The strategy ‘menu’ helps to
make explicit its own strategies. It would be of interest not to focus exclusively on process innovation on
the technological side. This requires external support. Proper time frame: one year.

#4

5

They do not give much importance to protecting knowledge. You learn a lot from the industry from
different perspectives. They consider the process to be agile. External support is required. Detailed
questions help; however, in some cases, they are not easy to understand. Proper time frame: annual.

#5

23

It requires support for the interpretation of concepts and tools. It is emphasised that as a result, there is a
self-diagnosis that the process is agile and helps reflect the key issues of the organisation. A good practice
guide for the various sections of the model would be of interest. Proper time frame: six months.
Table 4. Fieldwork

7. Conclusions
In the current article, we have presented the process followed for the definition, application and evaluation of a
method that aids in the strategic assessment, identification and prioritisation of KM initiatives in SMEs. This
method, which is focused on the role of KM as a support to business strategy, embraces both business strategy and
KM process (ICSPAD) approaches by using a catalogue of standard strategies that help companies focus their KM
though an assessment based on a specific maturity model.
The conclusions obtained through the action research confirm the validity of the method for SMEs (especially for
small and micro-enterprises), as well as for the larger company involved in the testing. The method, which was
developed and supported in a prototype tool, helps companies in a short period (four to five hours) determine and
prioritise actions for better KM in accordance with the strategies the company wants to foster, complementing
existing toolkits for KM in SMEs (Fink & Ploder, 2009).
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The companies positively value the explanation of the strategies they can develop, as well as the contrast between
the different people and their understanding and alignment of these strategies within the company. Indeed, the
importance of the relationship between strategy and communication is clearly proposed by (Alberto-Pérez, 2014).
Moreover, the possibility of having a set of questions on KM adapted to each strategy helps develop a more natural
and less abstract reflection, allowing for an easier application of the method.
Furthermore, the people in the company who have participated in the project state that the method generates
organisational learning based on the different internal perspectives of the company, underlining the synergies
between KM and learning organisations as suggested by some studies (Loermans, 2002). The participants also
consider that the relationship between the benefit obtained and the time dedicated is positively value aligned with
other studies and that an annual periodicity may be appropriate for this method.
As an aspect to be improved regarding the method, it would be necessary to refine the texts of the explanatory
guide, the ease of use of the instrument and make an approach that allows for more autonomous use of the
method by enterprises. However, external support has always been appreciated for the clarification of the elements
of the guide and the terms of the evaluation or for ideas that are ‘outside the box’.
As explained in the current article, one of the companies was unable to complete the process because of difficulties
in finding the time to meet. The lack of time for people to meet and share diagnoses and reflections is, in many
cases, a circumstance that questions the real capacity of many companies to develop projects and KM initiatives, a
notion that is in accordance with some research conclusions (Cerchione, Esposito & Spadaro, 2015; Hutchinson &
Quintas, 2008).
Regarding the conclusions on KM in SMEs, the companies emphasise the importance of the knowledge of
employees as a key to the development of the activities, processes and projects of the company. They also mention
that the fact that knowledge is concentrated in certain people means that in addition to the risk associated with this
concentration, the autonomy and capacity for self-management are limited to the rest of the organisation. These
comments are aligned with previous studies (Wee & Chua, 2013) stressing the idea that owners are the sole drivers
of KM processes in SMEs.
In addition, KM is not being prioritised as a key aspect for many companies, to the detriment of more urgent
elements. The cross-cutting nature of knowledge management and the difficulties of its operationalisation relegate
it to the list of priorities for managers (Edvardsson, 2009).
As observed in the fieldwork, companies have trouble defining how to store and protect their knowhow, as well as
the mechanisms and rules related to explaining company knowledge. Companies do not have or do not know about
simple, agile and low-cost tools to help them in these tasks, making it difficult to develop specific actions and
projects. Furthermore, according to the participating companies, the main barriers to better knowledge
management are those related to data processing (clients, people), legal aspects, lack of time for management, lack
of standardisation, necessary resources, lack of simple systems and lack of standardised processes.
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